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RAWAL: ULTRA SMART BOTTLE

ULTRA SMART BOTTLE
ABSTRACT
This application discloses a system and method of a context-aware ultra-smart bottle that
helps a user to keep up with fluid or diet supplements associated with his gym routine. The bottle
is fitted with one or more sensors that monitor and record the weight of contents in the bottle
which is communicated to the user’s mobile device through wireless communication means. If
the user has a routine of refilling the bottle at specified times and misses out doing so on some
occasions then the bottle sends reminders to the user. Smart bottles connected with the user’s
mobile device could detect and receive location and travel data from the mobile, thus
determining time periods for which the user is at a particular location and returns home. This
system can also be applied to lunch boxes for detecting if the user is carrying lunch or if the box
is empty.
BACKGROUND
While in a hurry to make it to the gym, users may sometimes forget to refill their gym
bottle or shaker with protein powder or other health supplement that they consume before, after
or during their workout. This results in the user missing out on the protein powder or supplement
in a suggested duration before or after the gym session thereby reducing the overall effect of the
supplement. In a scenario where the user’s gym is located in his/her office campus, missing out
on refilling the bottle before leaving for work in the morning leaves the user without the
supplement until evening, thus disturbing the protein intake schedule.
Smart bottles available in the market provide time-based reminders for drinking water via
screens embedded on the bottles. These bottles remind users to drink water on a timely basis or
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until the user has consumed certain liters of water. However, these do not consider the user’s
location or gymming schedule and also do not take into account the average or estimated weight
of the contents in the bottle associated with usual/history of refills or provide for scheduling
functions, weekends or no-workout days.
DESCRIPTION
This application describes a system and method of a context-aware ultra-smart bottle that
constantly monitors and records changes in weight of contents in the bottle. A schematic of the
system is shown in FIG. 1. The bottle is fitted with one or more sensors such as a weight sensor,
level sensor, proximity sensor, etc. The weight sensor fitted within the bottle records the weight
of the contents in the bottle and communicates the data to the user’s mobile device via Bluetooth
or other wireless communication means. For example, the bottle senses that a user refills the
bottle with 60gms of supplement every day at 7am before leaving for office. The bottle thus
stores a table comprising history of refill times to estimate the average refill time. The table
could also include a time-schedule for which the user consumes the contents in the bottle. From
these data, the bottle notifies the user during occasions when he/she has forgotten to refill the
bottle before leaving for office. Smart bottles connected with the user’s mobile devices could
detect and receive location and travel data from the mobile, thus determining time periods for
which the user is at the gym and returns home.
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Figure.1 Schematic of an Ultra Smart Bottle System
Alternatively or additionally, proximity detection can be used to identify that the bottle is
being carried by the user. For example, the user's mobile device in his/her pocket detects the
bottle in his/her gym bag, and this, in combination with location data, is used to identify that the
user is leaving for the gym. At this point, the bottle checks for weight of contents and matches it
to the average weight of supplement that is supposed to be there, for example, it determines if the
weight in the bottle is 60gms or not. If it is identified that the weight of contents in the bottle is
lower than normal or zero, the bottle notifies the user on his mobile device that he/she has missed
out on refilling the bottle with the supplement.
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Alternatively, the bottle can be in communication with the user's car's infotainment
system. When it is time for refilling the bottle and the user is already in the car to leave for the
gym with the bottle in his/her gym bag, the infotainment system will detect that either the user or
the bottle is in the car and about to leave for gym. The infotainment system then checks for the
status of protein refill in the bottle. If the bottle has not yet been refilled, the infotainment system
then notifies the user. Alternatively, the bottle can notify the user on his communication device.
In some scenarios, the bottle can also distinguish refills containing 300ml of some liquid
from the regular refills containing 60gms of protein supplement. In the former case, the bottle’s
sensor system will assume that the user is opting for water or an energy drink in place of the
regular supplement and will not send out any reminders. Also from the coordinated input such as
calendar, location and travel data from the user’s mobile device, the bottle will be able to track
the user’s routine of skipping the gym over weekends and thus would not send out refill
reminders during weekends.
The system and method disclosed can also be applied to lunch boxes for detecting if the
user is carrying lunch or if the box is empty and notify the user accordingly.
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